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To do list (a poem)
Caroline Dyhrberg

Learn to blink the creeps from my peripheral vision.
Slow the wolves chasing up my arms, neck.
Align my spine with the wind.
Learn to breathe honey and to butterfly failures.
Uncrumple my roots.
Heal the skid marks on the insides of my fingertips.
Witch the pads of my feet.
Learn to dismember walls.
Fathom each cell in my chest.
Stop greasing every doorknob I see.
Realize I am not an apocalypse in a jar.
Poem my escape.
Tree my body, flower my mind.
Pacify the bastion of jitters.
Ribbon apologies.
Open humility like a litter box.
Sprinkle lemon water into my first morning breaths.
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Sunday Drive
Caleigh Grogan

It feels like I’m driving very quickly
towards some place I’ve never been.
There are horses there, maybe
or someone playing the violin.
The letters on the “yield” sign
melt into a puddle
of  brake and bodily fluids
but I never slip. I do not
spin out, over the shoulder,
into a line of  trees between me
and where I’m going.
Someplace with fields and violins.
A violin is two things at once,
a fiddle and a violin.
Pa played the fiddle
on Little House on the Prairie.
Maybe I’m driving to the prairie
where horses pull the wagon
I’ve traded for my car.
Perhaps, inside a small house,
the table is just being set,
and I’ll serve dinner
to patient children and to Pa,
tired from a day of  working our land.
We’ll say grace with folded hands
and maybe I will even be grateful.
I might think
this is what home means
just before the melody
from the violin
turns into the low hum
of  an engine.
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Untitled
Heather Fischer
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5.10.17
Holly Salois 

I trip walking up steps
Far too often for someone
Who claims to be forward-thinking.
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Untitled
Brendan Geiger
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Knowledge of Good and Evil
Connor Mathis

    At age four, my best friend’s backyard was a wonderland.  The 
weeping willow hung its branches in shame almost trying to touch the 
somewhat-marshy ground it grew on. Overgrown shrubs and grasses 
had their own patches all around the yard. Flower bushes added mag-
nificent shades of orange and pink to what, at times, seemed almost 
like a swamp. We would act especially polite and proper in front of 
our mothers until we snuck out into the back to play. When we left 
the house, and the confines of civilization, we could do anything we 
wanted.  Like the Lost Boys from Neverland, without our parents’ eyes 
gazing at us, Wes and I were content to give into our primal instincts 
and play any game that crossed our minds.
    Our favorite game was “Nakey Americans,” where we would take off 
our clothes and run around the swampy backyard. Looking at each oth-
er’s bodies beneath the willow, birthmarks were examined, differences 
were noted, and questions were raised. I would hide in the manicured 
bushes, perch myself on a rock singing songs about Nigel, the snake that 
lived in Wes’s basement. Wes was bolder than I was. It was his house; 
he could be naked if he wanted to be. 
    One day, we did not strip our clothes to roam the damp, overgrown 
yard. I scooped up handfuls of dirt, wiped green algae off the gutters, 
and grabbed special rocks, putting them in a pail while Wes looked for 
leaves to add to our cauldron. Wes took it over to the hose and filled the 
bucket with water. He stirred it and our potion was complete. Before we 
could make use of our concoction, our moms stepped out of the house 
and saw us: muddy, sweaty, soaking wet. Absolutely filthy. They or-
dered us upstairs. Led by Wes’s mom, we marched up to the bathroom 
and she had us undress. I was like Adam, ashamed of my nakedness 
in the eyes of someone much older and wiser than myself. She looked 
at me and said, “If you’ve seen one, you’ve seen them all.” Wes and I 
stepped into the shower together and looking at his body this time, I 
was struck with the realization that apparently I had now seen every 
penis in the world.
    It seems only fitting that when I entered high school and began to 
question basic truths about myself, I developed a crush on Wes. By that 
time, we had long since gone east of our Eden for two jungles of lockers 
that were seven miles from each other. Whenever we saw each other, 
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my hand was always in his, our bodies would touch, and he would tell 
me he loved me. We knew each other’s lives intimately.
    Thinking on it now, I see that my friendship with Wes is what I base 
my romantic relationships on. He would constantly ask how I was do-
ing, and show me nothing but tenderness when we were together. He 
cared for me as selflessly as someone who was just a freshman in high 
school could. It seems only fitting that the person who first made me 
aware of my body and sexuality is the person who taught me how I 
want to be loved, and how to open my own life to others. We were sent 
away from our Garden of Eden through our own aging and his parent’s 
divorce. Though I don’t feel that way about him anymore, and our en-
counters lack the same meaning they once held, he still holds my hand 
and makes sure I know that he loves me.
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Parthenon 2.0
Arianna Dilios
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oppressed
Jasmine Silva-Jones
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LOVE ME WILD OR NOT AT ALL
Francesca Wilkin

I have spent so much of my life
landlocked by
lovers who are so much like the earth,
they have left dirt under my nails
and rocks embedded in my hips;
They wish I was an anchor, but
I have tasted the saltwater that lingers
on my skin, I have felt the river current
in my bones.

I am exhausted by the roots of 
earth creatures, I have longed
for the kiss of creek eddies and the slick 
water reeds on my legs, I want
to kick with the fish and fly with the osprey;
I am exhausted by men with brown eyes 
like fresh soil and tree bark, I want
to drown in my own blue ocean irises,
I want to be loved by the inlets

and the lake currents 
touched by the pond lilies and
the waterlogged swamp trees with
lukewarm roots and white flower hands.
I want to be free like the bluejays and
wild like the dragonflies;
I do not want to love like land dwellers, 
I would prefer to be drifting, learning 
to be on my own with the water birds.
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Reflect 
Bailey DeBiase
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The Starry Night 
Yusheng (Sunny) Wu
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Synesthesia
Rebecca Spadacenta

When I write I see the color yellow. Words are yellow when they come 
suddenly like when you fall asleep while stargazing and then you open 
your eyes and the sky is hazy-mustard and the stars are hidden again and 
you missed saying goodbye but that’s okay because you can try again 
tomorrow. I write out a question and the question mark is yellow like 
when I eat an entire box of kraft macaroni and cheese for comfort and 
then doubt my judgement but have the excuse that I only have one life 
so I may as well do what I want tucked in my back pocket. When I look 
in the dictionary for a word the spelling and the part of the speech and 
the definition are all yellow like a shepherd shaking the sun out of his 
beard once he closes the gate and takes off his hat and wipes the sweat 
off his forehead. I cannot stop talking because my voice is french vanilla 
and I cannot take a breath because my thoughts are a honey-tinted flash 
flood in my butterscotch brain and I get golden amber when I’m happy 
and joy is yellow, lemon zest atop a sunflower cake with a creamy citrus 
frosting that tings on the tip of the tongue and the teeth. I look up into 
the sun because I forget it is not time for stars and am blinded by yellow, 
an antique tuscan lighthouse yellow that says it’s time to come home.
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The Firmament
Francis Rosa 

When a thick fog came rolling
in the aeronauts would take strings
of  wet dew from the grass
to tie in knots onto clouds
and go sailing in cumulus balloons.
From up there, they would traverse
and explore the landscape, or skyscape; 
whatever you wanted to call prairies of  heaven.

There, mountains were covered in snow 
that had not yet fallen. Mist fed 
the canyons a stream of  vapor dripping
into watering holes where bison, 
feathery and still squawking, hardly evolved 
enough, would gather in flocks and herds.
The aeronauts would hunt them
until the days dusky end.

From pine tree forests of  suspended hail, 
and foliage of  sleet, small rodents went burrowing 
deep into soft puffs of  ground. Colors turned pink and purple
as they tunneled through layers of  sediment, 
cirrus normally preserved for sunset. 
Bears shook off strains of  hibernation,
designed with nitrogen bones, CO2  flesh, and ozone fur.
Heat lightning branched out in a thousand directions
growing a swamp of  summer static in the currents of  wind. 
At night explorers set up stratus tents listening 
to chirps echoing out into altitude and moonlight 
as it laced lunar lakes into the countryside.

But as sun and dry seasons arrived
their safari on the billowing 
atmosphere would come to its finale.
They would settle upon the land lighting up
farms in candles, green-gold of  aurora borealis,
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building arcs of  rainbow over brooks to reach harvests 
of  aero-grains. In a lightning flash the land was altered, 
eroded, and crushed by waves of  spring air. Explorers scattered 
as oceans of  frightened birds would explode onto the land.
Subterranean quakes shook the palace of  precipitation.
Storms raged and kicked up wet dust.
The world would fall away, trickle onto foothills.
Plateaus tumbled down like melting glaciers.
Animals scurried into hazy caves only 
to be washed away, like paint,
 vanished in the growing void of  blue. 
 
The Aeronauts would come down
in nimbus parachutes and return 
to a drenched masterpiece.
A new place to explore that bloomed 
green, fresh, and mud-luscious,
puffing up to form a landscape
whose outline would be singed into the wet 
soil as water evaporated back
upward, retaining a memory of  a rocky outline
and building it above, weaving the first threads 
of  condensation.  A new domain gathered overhead,
preparing for the year to come, when yarns of  dew 
would signal a time to voyage  
out toward frontiers of  sky once again.  
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Cenozoic
Faheem Dyer

Seasons on seasons.
Eons folding into minutes
catching each other.
 
***************************
 
Under summer stars: humans.
Maybe thinking about stuff.
 
***************************

Please make the trees red,
Autumn dear, breezy darling.
I know the green leaves.

***************************

Snowstorm approaches coolly,
On a Wednesday’s back. Sudden.
 
***************************
 
Seconds in the rain.
Somehow, Sunday’s cargo holds
much and not enough.
 
***************************

How barren air turns balmy
when the moisture inches home.

***************************
 
Moments on moments.
Seasons make it clear when they’re
catching each other.
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The Corner Piece
Allie Miller
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Tempest 
Mazie Starrat 

“Are the umbrellas still in the back?”

“I’ll check.”

She came back seconds later, but her red curls already lay flat and muddy 
on her head, her clothes soaked to the skin. She shook her head. He 
leaned back in his seat, and they held hands once more.

“The ice cream is going to melt.”

“We probably weren’t going to eat it all anyway. What’s wrong?”

“Nothing. This just isn’t what I pictured.”

Without meaning to, they both tightened their hold on each other’s hands.
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supreme
Jasmine Silva-Jones
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A Place to Sit and Create
Sarah Sutherland 

A breeze lifts the stillness from the air
Smells faintly of  freshly cut grass
and leaves that crunch beneath their feet 

The slight whisper of  trees telling secrets
Flashy foliage dancing across the grass 
like a theatrical performance 

A sky as crystal clear and blue
as an untouched lake 
Clouds making ripples in the azure tranquility
 
The ground rumbles with silent life
The kind of  silence that lives within sound
A lively and serene silence
 
Grass may dance at the edges of  their blanket
but it makes no mark
There is nothing permanent about the whisper of  life

Pages may rustle in the playful breeze
Pencils try to run away
Hair falls in eyes as the wind continues to tease

And still they sit
Absorbing the sunlight and the brittle wind
Recording the chatter of  squirrels

Because as their pencil drifts
making graphite promises on paper
Every moment is drawn with it 

Every crisp leaf  is crushed 
Every blade of  grass grows tall and sweet
Every tree branch strives to reach that azure tranquility
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Because the only place where they can create
Is where everything else is being created 
all at once.
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Open Space
Sasha Kasem-Beg
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 DIVINITY
Francesea Wilkins

I bless the old van with four fingers in 
the name of  my gods and in 
the quiet of  my favorite playlist,
the moon hangs,
swollen & heavy, over the expressway
to guide - 
maybe I have always loved the sound 
of  highway noise

(I turn 19 to the sound of  shower water and popcorn popping)
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She Too
Christina Smith

a smile of  salt rims the collar
of  her shirt with no limes about
to boot but the others in the
ladies room still won’t mind if
they do to lick the blotches right 
off of  her cute as a sun
scorched horse-face perhaps
they can manage to get tipsy off of
her runny nose too and strip the
highlights out of  her what-a- teased
 
hair oh how beautiful
we all could be if  we could just
bore out her eyes and cram them into our
open mouths it’s
just so hard to get the look with so little
to go around but that’s the trend
so they say so if  she says 

so and (let’s be real she’ll say so) grab her
while she’s hot while she’s
flying off-the- wall shelves she’ll
be asking for it anyway
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Wallflower
Bailey DeBiase
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Cold Slices
Erin Balachandran

 I love cold weather, but rarely go outside. Sitting near a window, 
I gaze out at the falling snowflakes. The wind viciously tugs at branches, 
and the snow clings to the limbs of both trees and humans alike. I place a 
hand on the window and shiver.
 My father says that my condition—my cancer, why does he not 
just say it? —makes me sensitive to temperature. But all I want to do is 
hear the satisfying crunch of fresh snow under
my boots once more, and feel the biting nip of the icy wind against my 
nose. I drop my hand from the window. I want to run to the top of our 
street and be pushed down the hill by my
mother.
 At that thought, my mind goes back to the last time my mother 
went outside in the cold. She had not wanted the delivery driver to take 
on the treacherous roads, and so had offered to
fetch our pizza herself. The family vehemently protested her idea, and, 
knowing of our reasons, she tearfully ran outside in her lilac dress to feel 
the frigid breeze for one final minute.
 My fingers itch to press against the freezing glass again, but, af-
ter a moment, I pick up my phone instead. Tears in my eyes, I ask for a 
delivery of pizza.
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A Plate of Sweet Ham, Roasted Potatoes, and Buttery Green Beans
Jessica Barrus

The aroma of peppermint candles 
and poinsettias and pine
sweeps through the small, crowded kitchen.
A porcelain dish overflowing
with the warm, Christmas dinner
sits in front of my uncle 
in an attempt to satisfy 
his insatiable appetite.
We laugh at how much he eats and
lightly joke about his plump belly.
He laughs, revealing his wide, toothy grin,
smiling like a child on picture day,
and unabashedly consumes
a second serving.
But one year
his seat at the dinner table
became vacant.
A cold, empty plate lies untouched 
in front of his seat,
silver cutlery tucked neatly
at its sides.
The plate naked
without its traditional Christmas meal.
It sits as still as a gravestone.
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Jellyfish
Maia Hay 
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Waking and Wet
Caleigh Grogan

In a dream the night sky is an ocean and I’m floating. I torsion-twist 
myself into impossible shapes: Perseus into Cassiopeia and then Ursa 
Major, ready to scoop up the too-hot moonlight and swallow it only to 
expel it again as I search-light the ground for pieces of your body while
the jellyfish-angels float by. I dip in and out of stelectric tides and reach 
my arms out one after the other in some futile freestyle stroke against 
time. In the dark night I remember that the desert is just an ocean 
without water. Just like I am still a body without the confirming caress. 
In the dream, I unhinge my jaw to swallow some stars but then I have 
no mouth. With no mouth I can’t call out to you, even as I slowly sink 
from starscape into seafoam green serenity. On the ground, in the 
ocean, or in the desert, I call quietly from some hole that is not my 
mouth. I call up to you, begging to know that I have not drowned. 
When I wake up I remember I have not seen the ocean in months.

Mina Loy, “Lunar Baedeker”
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brothel
After e.e. cummings’  “kitty”. sixteen,5’1”,white,prostitute.
Allison Meyette

0715. billy, twenty one, 5’10”, white, dominos.
audubon surprise, wild greaser &amp; a soul patch.

1114. cathal, nineteen, 5’9”, white, electrician.
metal music, shitty bands snugs snugs snugs.

0617. christian, twenty-three, 6’0”, white, salesman.
inline sk8er from tinnysee, big bear &amp; always there

0216. christopher, eighteen,5’11”, white, hairdresser.
will fight this party boy pretty boy. unconfident.

0817. colin, twenty-one,6’3, white , meat master
the Atomic Deliboy ,bold &amp; brash wit worthy of wilde

0816. danny, twenty-four, 5’11”, irish, doctor.
irish nug, travel bud! record dance, love @ first glance.

1015. edgar, twenty-one, 5’7”, mexican, doctor.
dudestop. brown Redd’s, nachos,  big bed, no.

0115. ethan, nineteen, 5’7”, white, graphic designer.
taped glasses and smile lines and kindness.

0615. greg, nineteen, 5’6”, white, filmmaker.
s c r a t c h y beard &amp;hoodies, Valentine’s Day.

0915. james,twenty-one,5’7”,filipino/white, origamist.
Boston budding, sosika rising, butt touching.

0316. joão/john,nineteen, 5’5”,brazilian, old navy
frenzied pecks fashion sense, hyperactive wanting more.

1115. joe, twenty-two, 5’9”, white, writer.
quiet sensitivity. discussing art, poets, and life.
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0417. joe, twenty-four, 5’11”, italian, design engineer
angry flurries teasing squeezing boring (kristen?)

0914. josh, twenty, 5’8”, white, stoner.
pot sweat, Providence and thayer street.

0917. Justin,twenty-four, 6’0” ,white, baker.
sassyfunnyhoney do I have a type?probably.

0514. keane, eighteen, 5’9”, black/colombian , artist.
senior year and comic books and superheroes.

1012/1013. kyle, twenty, 5’8”, white, game designer.
My Little Pony and Mabinogi. one together.

0717. kyle, twenty-four, white, 5’4”, carpet cutter
slickback long hair ,awkward movies, lean back car seat

0814. matt, eighteen, 5’3”, white, “philosopher.”
pretention curls ,sunglassespeacoat shot buddy

0616. maxie,nineteen, 5’11”,white,graphic designer.
nipnip nugget cigarette lil smile depressed but worthwhile.

1214/0115. nick, twenty one, 5’8”, white, subway.
darkness kiss. Dali. tattoos bad eyes.

0115. pat, twenty two, 6’3”,white, clerk
rough stripes – lemony fresh sandpaper.

0115. patrick, twenty, 6’1”,white, actor.
finnish and Vincent [goose] too short.

1215. paris, nineteen, 5’10”, dominican/irish, compsci/japanese.
clouded Boston sidewalks and bright shining suns.  singular, lost.

1014. ryan, twenty one, 5’4”, white, teacher.
japanese hibachi, esl, booty peach hair pomade.
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96 Hours 
Charlotte Middleton 
Photo Credit: Keith Nordstrom
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Untitled 
Emma Garcelon
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Box
Shannon Conolly

 “Box,” she said. “Box!”
 The butterfly lamp was still on, but the rest of the lights in the 
house were out, even mom and dad’s. Caitlin could see her little sister’s 
chubby arms through the baby beams reaching out into the now silent 
air.
 “Box!” She cried out again, louder this time.
 Usually it took about three tries to get her older sister out of 
bed to get the box, but this time Caitlin was resilient, hopeful even. 
Hopeful that this time she wouldn’t need to get up, that she could 
finally go to sleep before her baby sister did.
 “Box!” she whined. “Boooox.”
 There was a gentle sigh. “Okay.”
 Caitlin got up from bed, went to their bureau and picked up 
the little sailboat sculpture that was
there without even looking. On the boat was a family of four dolls, all 
dressed in seaworthy garb, and all so happy to be bobbing about in the 
blue waves.
 She flipped it upside down unceremoniously and turned the 
little key clockwise several dozen times until she couldn’t anymore. A 
quiet and merry tune trickled out like a summer shower, the perfect 
song for the happy family of dolls to sail along to.
 As she placed the music box back down, Caitlin could hear a 
quiet laugh from the crib, short and sweet, her little sister clapping her 
hands together.
 “Kay-in.”
 She smiled and went back to sleep.
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Where Are The Wild Things? 
Amelia Demetropoulos
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101 Little Moments
Maia Hay
Photo Credit: Kelly Goff
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A Brief History of Art
Hannah McIsaac

I am the cave paintings –
bare bones of humanity, humanity in my bared bones.
I am stagnant but in motion, a list of conundrums,
a finger-painted amalgamation of my ancestors.
I’ll be extinct by the time you find me.

I am the Roman mosaic –
beautiful only because I am made from broken pieces.
Smooth beneath your feet, you crush me under your heel.
I am defined by my flaws, my gaps, my empty spaces.
I am a puzzle you already solved.

I am the frescoes –
breaths of empty allegory and Biblical allusion.
I was always just a religious revelation in pigment and water,
did they intend to portray a kind sainthood or insanity?
I crumble like dust between your fingers.

I am the oil painting –
an undetermined encounter on canvas.
The imperfections of paint are almost the beauty of braile,
I am empty even after you give me meaning.
I am either a heartache or a heartbeat.

I am the history of art –
too beautiful for my own good.
I am caught between a dangerous linear simplicity
and the complexities of an entire species of being.
I am devastatingly undefined.
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The Doll Thrown Away
Jennifer Migotsky

A doll looks out from the trash can
the way a baby looks out from her crib
—her safe abode or her cage of bars—
like an orphaned hobo with holey socks,
a dirty face, and watery eyes.
 
She sits on paper files and warm cigarette ash,
as people pass her by,
her hands turning to fists,
her heart turning to plastic,
like the nanny who sickens of watching over
cheeky brat after brat,
remembering who threw her away
 
and replaced her with a new doll.

Inspired by Vivian Maier.
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Vase
Martin Hanley
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i think i’ll call it needles
Christina Smith

it has these needle-hands
which somersault over each other as if they’re
threading together a plot all by themselves

and a pointy backside, stripy
even from this distance though
not friendly like a honeybee’s at least
that’s what I tell myself when my fist curls
around the swatter but should I at
 
least tell it to tell his friends? I spend
too much time gawking.
I reach instead for 
the sneaker. It’s the one 
with two pebbles already pressed
into the sole. It
makes a heavy sound.




